Known worldwide for its ‘Baie des Anges’, Nice is the fifth city in France. Hub of economic and technological development in the region, pole of higher education (with more than 35,000 students per year), Nice is the capital of the French Riviera.

In the midst of a region known for its Mediterranean climate, beaches, carnival, and its cultural and artistic heritage, Alliance française in Nice is offering quality language learning that complies with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

Each year, Alliance française in Nice teaches French to more than 2,000 students of 90 different nationalities, coming to learn French in a multicultural environment favoring exchange and respect.

Alliance française is an internationally renowned, non-profit organisation founded in Paris, in 1883. It has since developed 800 schools in 137 countries, becoming a leading network worldwide, and teaches more than 550,000 students every year.

Alliance française in Nice has been awarded the FLE Quality Label, delivered by the French government. It achieved top marks for each of the criteria studied (welcoming students, quality of teaching and classes offered, premises and school management).

Located in the town centre and open throughout the year, Alliance française in Nice enables you to combine studies, excursions, and cultural tourism in the ideal surroundings of the French Riviera.

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**

Courses offered by the Alliance Française in Nice
- 20 hrs/week plan: General French Intensive
- 12.5 hrs/week plan: General French Extensive
- 4 hrs/week plan (evenings): General French (minimum B1)
- DELF-DALF preparation courses
- Workshops oral and written French,
- Preparatory classes for the Master FLE and Bachelor/Master in Economics.

**STRENGTHS**

- The French Alliance of Nice has the label ‘French foreign Language quality’,
- Quality education internationally recognized,
- Experienced teaching staff,
- Proven results,
- CEFR-standardized French lessons (levels A1 II C2)
- Enrollment limited to 18 students per class,
- Ability assessments at the beginning of each session, evaluation at the end of the session,
- Multimedia resource center and library of the learner,
- Excursions and cultural activities,
- High-quality accommodation service with host families and student residences.

**LOCATION**

Located in the south-east of France, about thirty kilometers from the Italian border, Nice is located on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, along the Baie des Anges. Located between sea and mountains, the economic capital of the French Riviera, Nice has significant natural, tourist, business and academic assets.